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This book is dedicated to everyone alive on April 11th, 2007.  You were all here for this. 
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Foreword 
 

Who is the last generation?  No one knows.  I often feel like I’ve been put here to see the end of the 

world.  But what I think the end of the world is, and what most people think that is, are two different 

things. 

To me, the end of the world has come several times.  All great civilizations around the world have had 

their own rise and fall without fail.  The matter of the ‘‘world’’ as we know it will end.  It’s only a matter 

of time. 

As for the world ending in a cataclysmic eruption of weaponry, or in our own sun destroying all life, is 

also only a matter of time.  Our evolutionary descendants may see it, but truly who we are today will 

never exist again.  Every generation in post industrial society in many ways are the last generations for 

many ideas, customs and understandings. 

Who is the last generation?  In a world that moves faster than our comprehension, each person could be 

the last. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Last Generation�

Where our story goes. 
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We stand 

  desensitized and unscathed 

  by the doom our own demise. 

 

The last generation inherited a globe 

       which only gasps for air rather than  

       eliminate the causing infection 

       and as we gasp for our own last breaths 

       we infect ourselves. 

 



 

 



 
II 

 

Information floats freely 

       as pebbles of knowledge 

            inflict 

                 ~ripples~ 

         through pop culture subtext 

                              we waft through 

                                    electric corridors passing 

                                         along 

                              the fragmented songs 

                           long infringed 

       intellectual property 

          makes the rounds 

                and the rich 

                       are oblivious 

                   to their own indulgences 

                                    where stolen product 

                                             does not leave the maker 

                                 starving 

 





 

III 

 

In the west we seek the east 

     for enlightenment which in its foreign light 

     provides mystery 

                                 the farthest sects 

                                 seem the most reliable 

                                 when those close to home 

                                  have lied with dripping hands. 

 

In the west we seek a deeper meaning 

     when we’ve been forced to learn 

     and grow and accept 

                                      yet the same mouths 

                                      that offer guidance 

                                      bring and spin out 

                                      deceit to keep control 

 

In the west week seek our identity 

     that long ago was stripped from our forefathers 

     conquered and washed 

                                         while they dole out 

                                         they make dependence 

                                         and bring doubt 

                                         to bury the past’s dream 

 



In the west we seek the east 

    for harmony and serenity in a world where 

    the rain is poison 

                                 and those use control 

                                 to hold in line the  

                                 consumers as they 

                                 parade to the end. 

 

 



 

IV 

 

Influence spread like tendrils 

   through the air 

        and across the oceans. 

 

The words are misread, intentionally mislead 

   to bring in more to the trough 

       an underutilized market 

           is a black mark 

               on the soul of every good capitalist. 

 

We’re watching the world come up 

   growing to an unsustainable ideal 

       and a dream that as it unfolds 

           collapses in on itself. 

 

Our right to consume permeates 

   through the air 

       seeping through the oceans 

          to those we resent for coming to the table 

              when it’s their dinner we’re eating. 

                  Who’s left in the kitchen 

                      when all the staff 

                          are ordering their dishes? 

 



They come to our shores seeking 

   the dreams our ancestors did 

       when it was still alright to displace 

           and genocide was national security 

              the come in wonder 

                  from horrors unimaginable 

                      to redneck forked tongues. 

 

The word is spread when preached 

   directly from the oval office 

       and forced upon even those of us 

           - considered --- allies. 

            We’re flaked upon from the southern dictators 

                   whose destiny is manifested 

                        among the shadows of its past 

                            and skeletons of it’s present. 

 

World leaders like angry bed mates 

   fight about who loves God the most 

       and how 

           and who has more power 

               over our own poison. 

 

Those unfortunate enough to build their civilizations 

   over inky goo 

       and dared to observe their right 

           to worship 



              to freedom of thought 

                  to freedom of culture 

                      spit in the face of our greed. 

 

Those in need wax ad wane 

   their friendship stakes  

       as market price tides 

           fuel their sterile essence. 

 

From these we gained our footing 

   from them we’re passed the torch 

       and can’t conceive a way to dream 

           beyond the choked out sky. 

 



 

 



 

V 

 

How did thee ruin things 

    let me count the ways: 

 

    ~in how you coined 

        the fast food dream  

            and addiction fueled 

        fatty dependence 

            just in time to make 

        beauty into bones 

 

    ~in how few cared 

        when the days started 

            getting hotter 

        and the urban sprawl 

           was just a way 

        to prove to your parents you’ve made it 

 

    ~in how you quested  

        for the most profitable companies 

            by moving the jobs 

        to where people accepted 

            slave labour 

              was just another smile and white dollar 

 



    ~in how unions became greed 

        so that the lazy could get paid 

            unequivocally 

        with guaranteed raises 

            so no one 

        could afford to buy locally 

 

    ~in how information is kept secret 

        from those too fragile 

            to understand 

        the delicate interdependence  

            economics forms 

        as morals find their way to another shore. 

 

    ~in how our men are pawns 

        our sons sentinels 

            bowing to the near Caesar 

        as our own interests 

           become footnotes of our legacy 

        and the stars overhead become unwelcome. 

 

    ~in how the invasion continues 

        of exotic species coking 

            out the native populations 

        and though ironic 

            we stand as the roots take hold 

        and the colonies grow. 



 

    ~in how we rely 

        on the big brother for direction 

            and their culture of greed 

        as our languages die 

            and stories are forgotten 

        to strive for the unexamined ideas 

 

    ~in how you’ve made us slaves 

        though our chains are grocery stores 

            no one sings for freedom 

        since our own skills 

            have been lost to time 

        which keeps us dependant. 

 

    ~in how reality is now T.V. 

        and we’re too confused 

            on what to believe 

        and the strength to fight ebbs 

            when the medicinal blanket 

        wraps us in ignorant warmth. 

 



 

VI 

 

Love culminates under the blue lights 

         and the music 

                                ~throbs~ 

         through our bodies. 

                     Chemicals drop through my senses 

                            heat  

                            builds 

                            as 

                            you 

                            touch 

                            my  

                            skin 

         and the release is thorough 

 

Love builds under the blue lights 

         and wanes under 

                     the sun 

 

Love builds with chemical lips 

         distorts and erasing 

                      - for the moment - 

                      any pain, any memory 

                      which would ruin the party 

 



Love’s lost as we scrape and fall 

            looking for the pieces of ourselves 

                            that feel too incomplete 

                            to bear 

                            to acknowledge 

             as held up to the image of 

             of the extinct nuclear family. 

 



 

VII 

 

Pioneers of the new frontier 

Our digital landscape  

Populated by our own creations 

Brings wonders never seen 

I can twist words round my mind 

And fingers push them out 

To a world unsettled 

And yearning for direction. 

 

The new frontier, a last frontier 

Fought for on imaginary planes 

Where I might find a mate 

Disguised by pixels  

To reverse evolution 

And broaden the recognized concept  

That a personality deserves 

What the physical can not attract 

 

Our access to information expands exponentially 

As do our bodies 

When our representatives represent characters 

Species never known or true 

To fight battles  

Amongst mythical lands 



As the hours pass into years 

And our options into oblivion. 
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IX 

 

Our hope divides  

These broken times 

For fear of giving in 

And master’s trades 

Simply amaze 

And fruitfully we begin 
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Bakkai (Available Now) 

Book I --- Children of the Mountain 
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His name is Jonah.   

In the world after the Great Extinction, Jonah leaves the oppressive confines of his life to find the 
Prophets.  In Jonah’s work in the archives, he learns of a group who tried to save society.  The Prophets 
warned of the Great Extinction, before leaving the city to start their own society. 

Jonah has always itched for change.  He loved to read, but the more he read of the world that used to 
be, the more Jonah needed out. 

Jonah sets out on foot from the ruins of the city into the wilderness.  He walks into the desert with 
only the knowledge he read in the archives.  Stories told of nomads, wanderers that set fires and killed 
travelers. 

Jonah seeks out the greenery of the mountain.  And when he is swept into the river, the story begins… 
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The Lost One (Summer 2007) 
Book II --- Children of the Mountain 
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Cloud is ousted from Sephim.  She has lost her title as both leader and seer, and though she thought 
she was saving her people receives no thanks for her years of service to her people.  She is given the 
choice to stay amongst her people forever silent, or leave their villages forever.  Shunned by everyone 
she’s ever known, she strikes out on her own. 

The silence of the day and the tormenting dreams at night drive Cloud to question her place in the 
world.  Disappointed by how the values she lived to uphold were used against her, she descends from the 
mountain.  She was not ready for what she found… 
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In four parts, Jade Buddha links together the random waves of dreams, emotions and fantastical 
worlds that crop up in Richtig’s brain. 

Jade Buddha is a mirror of the world today.  Will you step through? 
 
 


